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UGAF at the 3rd Congress of Resilient Cities, 
Bonn, May 2012 
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Green Practice

Transportation habit is contributing 
substantially to the CO2-footprint of UiO. 
In addition to including environmental 
concern in the general mobility policy 
and advocating the use of public 
transport, UiO is promoting the use  
of electric cars.

Private use: priority, reserved and 
free parking at several locations and 
charging at no cost. General policy:  
if you need a parking place, it will  
be arranged.

Public Pool of electric cars: UiO 
provides a park of 5 electric cars for 
all students and employees through 

collaboration with a private service 
provider. Reservations are arranged 
via a user-friendly booking system. 
Job-related use charges the employer’s 
account directly and automatically. 
Private use is possible and is charged 
by the hour or day directly.

Electric vehicles are in use within the 
park department. Test trials of electric 
lawn-mower robots is an ongoing 
project.

Currently, Green UiO supervises  
a student-run survey to analyse 
transportation habits among staff  
and students.

The Rector 
and Director of 
University of Oslo 
promoting use  
of electric cars.
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Green Practice

Increasing the Awareness:
Project «Crediti formativi nelle Università 
del Lazio»: A web-based information 
course at different level of complexity 
(Base, Intermediate and Advanced) 
aiming to increase the general 
awareness of the campus population  
on the general theme of sustainability 

An e-learning platform dedicated 
to the whole campus population and 
also open to general public. 

Next steps towards an Active 
Energy Efficiency
Besides increasing the general level of 
awareness a more direct involvement 
of final user is instrumental to achieve 
significant results. 

The e-learning platform will be used as 
a basis for an experimental application 
of the so called Innovation Jam which 
is used in industrial process to foster 
innovative solution. This is a guided and 
interactive blog discussion where all 
participants show their attitude to support 
actions in the field of sustainability but 
at the same time have the opportunity of 
suggesting new ideas and new concepts. 

Università degli Studi di Roma Tor Vergata
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Waste management 
We produced about 750 tons of waste 
(2011). As shown in the table, the total 
waste is increasing proportionally to the 
number of students, but we managed  
to keep the incinerated material stable 
and increase the recycled part.  

Sustainable campaign 

It is very important for us that students 
get involved in actions for sustainability. 
For example, they are promoting 
the consumption of the local food by 
organizing a special market every 
Tuesday morning. All kinds of incentives 
are used… including small ones  

to encourage all sustainable actions: 
we try to stimulate people to turn off 
the lights and we promote bicycles, 
including setting up a mechanic shop 
that repairs bikes almost for free, i.e.  
the price of the spare parts. We aim to 

• Strengthen the culture of sustainability 
in the UNIL community. 

• Affirm the UNIL as a center 
of reflection on sustainability. 

• Make sustainability a part 
of the UNIL’s quality culture. 

Green Practice
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Green Week: Tallinn University 
held a Green Week between 24 and 
28 September. It started with a student 
competition for a University’s green logo. 

Tallinn University planned several 
events for the Green Week. Monday 
saw a plant donation campaign: 
students could bring plants from home 
or donate money which the University 
would double in order to buy plants  
to put around the campus.

Everyone was able to measure 
their ecological footprint and get 
recommendations on how to decrease 
it. During the official opening, the 
Estonian Minister of Environment gave a 
speech followed by a discussion. It was 
a car-free day at the University! 

Wednesday was a smart-orientation 
day: teams could test themselves by 
solving environmental tasks at several 
checkpoints around the University. On 
Thursday, 3 environmental

movies were shown: Bikpela Bagarap 
(Big Damage) about logging in Papua 
New Guinea, E-Wasteland about 
electronic waste, and The 11th Hour. 
The director of the first two movies, 
Australian David Fedele, was also 
attending the event. This event had an 
exceptionally good turnout. The last 
day of the Green Week featured a quiz, 
where teams from outside the University 
were also welcomed!

Each one of us has an influence  
on the environment through the way 
we consume products and services 
based on natural resources.  
Our modern society consumes  
more of these resources than the 
Earth can provide & as a result, 
we must pursue the principles of 
sustainable development. 

CRS Green University Tallinn

Green Practice
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UGAF Trainees

UNICA Secretariat provides traineeship opportunities for students interested  
in environmental sustainability issues. Interested in the UGAF traineeship?  
Write to office@unica-network.eu! 

UGAF trainees 2012-2013:  

• Attend and report on the 
Brussels-based meetings, seminars 
and conferences related to the 
environmental field. 

UGAF trainees: 
• Support the UGAF Core Group in 
the development of the UNICA Green 
Academic Footprint initiative, 

• Conduct web-based research & 
collect information on EC programmes & 
initiatives relevant for the UGAF initiative, 

Kasia Janusz (student of Erasmus Mundus Programme in Sustainable 
Territorial Development) joined the UNICA Brussels-based office in March 
2013 for 3 months. She took care of the follow-up of the UGAF Photo 
Contest and participated actively in the preparation of the 3rd UGAF Workshop 
in Lisbonne. 

Liisi Lees (Tallinn University of Technology) was the first UNICA trainee and 
worked in the UNICA Brussels-based office from September 2012 to February 
2013. She was responsible the first UGAF Newsletter, UGAF Checklist for 
Green Events, and the first UGAF Student Photo Contest organized on the 
occasion of the 43rd Earth Day. 

UNICA (…) definitely gave me valuable working experience which employers  
appreciate. Thanks to my in UNICA I am more confident in the job market.       Liisi“

”
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UGAF Student Photo Contest

UNICA (…) definitely gave me valuable working experience which employers  
appreciate. Thanks to my in UNICA I am more confident in the job market.       Liisi

”

The theme of the contest, organised on 
the occasion of the 43rd Earth Day, was 
the Climate Change and its impact on 
the environment and human life. In the 
face of unprecedented occurrences of 
extreme weather, loss of species, and 
pollution, it is more important than ever 
to reflect on how we can protect the 
planet and prevent from the irreversible 
changes in environment.

The participants of the UGAF Student 
Photo contest were asked to submit 
photos which depict the changes they 
see in the environment and evoke 
a reflection on how our behaviour 
influences the state of our planet.

Twenty three pictures taken by the 
students of UNICA member universities 
were submitted for contest. The Jury 
composed of Members of the UGAF 

Core Group decided to award Niccolò 
Arra (Student of the University of 
Rome “Tor Vergata”) for the picture 
which presents the drainage pipe 
located in the middle of the wood, far 
away from the civilization. This trace 
of human activity surrounded by the 
pristine and untouched forest shows the 
senselessness of interventions in the 
nature which only interfere with pure 
beauty and wilderness.

The grand prize of the contest was the 
InterRail Global Pass, offering “5 days 
within 10 days” of travelling by train 
across Europe.

The Organizers of the UGAF Photo Contest would like 
to thank all the participants for their excellent photos, 
the participating Universities, and the UGAF Core Group 
for their ongoing support.

See the gallery of all the pictures  
submitted to the Contest:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/92948337@ 
N07/with/8489598650/#photo_8489598650



An initiative by UNICA,  
instituional network  

of 44 universities from  
33 capitals of Europe.

One of the greatest challenges of Higher Education is to meet the responsibil-
ity to provide knowledge and educated citizens that will lead to a sustainably 
thriving civil society. Sustainability is becoming an integral part of universities’ 
life. This global trend among universities demonstrates that they are revising 
their missions and strategies by embodying sustainability on their agenda.

Join UGAF to exchange experience with other UNICA universities and to take 
active part in the discussion on the role of universities as change agents in 
environmental sustainability !

Network of Universities
from the Capitals of Europe
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